
Sanrai has thirteen years of experience in supplying Oxygen Concentrators (OCs). We know what it takes 
to produce and supply a robust and reliable machine that will: Provide 10,000+ hours of use, travel well 
(even on less developed roads), and will effectively deliver oxygen at higher altitudes and in humid
environments.

Quality Design and Components

OxyPure uses the same high quality components as the leading US and European brands

Quality Control

Our Quality Control procedures are governed by FDA and ISO guidelines and include several hours of 
burn-in. This gives us the assurance that each unit is leaving the factory matching our high quality
standard. We guarantee our units will be reliable in the field, greatly reducing the costly need for
regular and expensive callouts. 

OxyPure is assembled in China to keep the manufacturing costs down without compromising quality.
Think Apple’s iPhone! Quality control, vigilance and design are managed in-house from our HeadOffice 
in the United States.

We provide full technical and service training ensuring that your technical team are fully knowledgeable 
in how to service and repair OxyPure. Sanrai is supplying more than a product. We are there to support 
and grow your business with robust and reliable products backed up by excellent service.

Warranty: 3 years or 10,000 hours for the sieve beds, compressor, and PC board. 
 
Interested?

Don’t just take our word for it, try OxyPure! We believe in our quality and want you to do the same.
We will include one free unit with every initial pallet order (18 units). We invite you to take the free unit 
apart to test our quality and build. Or you can use it as your demonstration unit! 

Alarms

Our beds use the highest quality sieve made
in France. This means OxyPure successfully
produces higher oxygen purity and works
in areas with higher humidity. Our patients
can breath easily knowing they are getting
the medical grade oxygen.

Sieve Beds 

A strong plastic exterior means less damage
during transit, especially over bumpy roads.
The stout design allows for a stronger and
more secure compressor fixation, reducing
the chance of internal breakages.

Robust Build

Our high-quality caster wheels allow for
smooth running over many surfaces.

Wheels 

4 alarms; Low Oxygen Purity, No Oxygen
Sensor, Low/High Flow, Service Required.
OxyPure will immediately inform a patient
of a problem, otherwise giving the patient
peace of mind that their machine is
performing as intended. 

Alarms
Compressor

The engine of any OC. Concentrators can run 
for 20 hours a day. Cheaper OCs using inferior 
components will wear out faster, resulting in a 
broken compressor and expensive servicing.


